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HeartStrings Pattern: A35 - 5355

Fine Filigree Fingerlings

Finished Measurements, Yarn and Needles

Sized for adult petite-small, with medium-large in
brackets.

Measurements and yarn specifications for the three
styles of wrist and hand coverings are separated by
slashes as follows:

A Touch of Filigree Wristlets / Simple Filigree Hand
Warmers / Filigree Mitts

Finished measurements (not stretched):

Circumference at scalloped edge:
7¼[8½]” / 7¼[8½]” / 8½[9½]”

Circumference around wrist (all 3 styles): 5¾[6¾]”

Length (measured from outer edge of scalloped
border): 4” / 6” / 8”

Fingering weight yarn:
85[100] / 150[175] / 200[235] yards

Size 1 US (2.25 mm) knitting needles or size to give
gauge of 10 stitches per inch over Lace Filigree
pattern stitch; your choice of double point or circular
needles.

Pictured models knitted in Brown Sheep Nature Spun
fingering weight color #730 Natural.

Here are three styles of beautiful
hand coverings styled for under-the-
cuff wear to give the look of layering.
The Lace Filigree pattern stitch might
appear complicated to knit, but is
surprisingly simple!

A Touch of Filigree Wristlets feature
just enough Lace Filigree edging to
peak from under the cuffs of a blouse
or sweater.

In the Simple Filigree Hand Warmers,
the Lace Filigree motifs are repeated
in columns for an easy-to-knit self-
shaping hand covering.

Filigree Mitts are designed to cover
more of the hand, and include a
thumb gusset. These fingerless
mittens are a flattering alternative to
wearing mittens or gloves.

For coordinating neck and head
coverings, see HeartStrings pattern
#A135 “Filigree Lace Ensembles”.

Filigree Mitts (left)
A Touch of Filigree Wristlets (right)

Simple Filigree Hand Warmers
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